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Exact time-dependent correlation functions for the symmetric exclusion process
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As a simple model for single-file diffusion of hard core particles we investigate the one-dimensional sym-
metric exclusion process. We consider an open semi-infinite system where one end is coupled to an external
reservoir of constant densityr* and which initially is in a nonequilibrium state with bulk densityr0. We
calculate the exact time-dependent two-point density correlation functionCk,l(t)[^nk(t)nl(t)&
2^nk(t)&^nl(t)& and the mean and variance of the integrated average net flux of particlesN(t)2N(0) that
have entered~or left! the system up to timet. We find that the boundary region of the semi-infiniterelaxing
system is in a state similar to the bulk state of a finitestationarysystem driven by a boundary gradient. The
symmetric exclusion model provides a rare example where such behavior can be proved rigorously on the level
of equal-time two-point correlation functions. Some implications for the relaxational dynamics of entangled
polymers and for single-file diffusion in colloidal systems are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The simple symmetric exclusion process~SEP! @1# is a
Markov process describing the diffusive motion of identic
hard-core particles on a lattice. Particles hop randomly
nearest-neighbor sites with an exponential waiting-time d
tribution with meant0, provided the chosen site is empty.
it is occupied, the attempt to move is rejected. A considera
body of exact results, particularly for the one-dimensio
case~see @2,3# for reviews!, has led to a thorough unde
standing of many fundamental properties of this model. A
plications to specific problems include interface growth
the universality class of the Edwards-Wilkinson equat
@4,5#, reptation dynamics of entangled polymers@6#, or
single-file diffusion in molecular-sized channels such as b
logical membrane channels@7# or zeolite pores@8#, and in
one-dimensional colloidal systems@9#.

From a theoretical and also experimental point of vi
the main quantities of interest are~a! the equilibrium and
stationary nonequilibrium properties of the system with op
boundaries where particles can enter and leave@10# and ~b!
the time evolution of the local particle density and their c
relations in a system that relaxes after it has been prepare
some far-from-equilibrium initial state. For instance, in t
study of kinetic roughening of an initially flat interface in
two-phase Ising system one obtains from the SEP exact
versal scaling functions for the roughness@11#. In the inves-
tigation of the reptation dynamics@12,13# of an initially
stretched DNA chain, flourescence microscopy allows fo
direct measurement of the relaxation of the tube length@14#
which in the lattice gas approach@15# is proportional to the
number of particles in the one-dimensional exclusion proc
with open boundary. Not only universal power laws, but a
nonuniversal amplitudes are of interest, e.g., for estima
the sensitivity of the coarse-graining involved in the latti
gas description to the microscopic properties of the polym
dynamics in a dense solution@6,16#.
1063-651X/2001/64~3!/036107~10!/$20.00 64 0361
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For a more detailed understanding of the role of corre
tions in nonequilibrium states of the symmetric exclusi
process@25#, we compute here the time-dependent two-po
density correlation function in an one-dimensional sem
infinite system with one open boundary, connected to a
ervoir of constant densityr* . In the polymer context this is
equivalent to an entropic tensile force acting at the end s
ments of an entangled polymer chain@13#.

The paper is organized as follows. In order to overco
some of the technical difficulties connected with the co
pling to boundary reservoirs we formulate the SEP in ter
of the dynamical matrix product ansatz@17–19# ~Sec. II!. In
Sec. III we derive a functional equation for the two-poi
density correlation function that is solved by a Bethe wa
function. From this we derive in Sec. IV the scaling form
terms of error functions. The details of these rather involv
calculations are presented in the appendixes. In Sec. V
focus on the fluctuations in the total number of partic
Q(t)5N(t)2N(0) that enter and leave the system that i
tially is prepared in an uncorrelated random state with a d
sity r0. We obtain the ~expected! universal asymptotic
growth law ^Q2&2^Q&25AAt/t0 and the nonuniversal am
plitude A(r0 ,r* ) relevant to reptation dynamics. We con
clude with some brief remarks on the nature of the evolv
nonequilibrium state~Sec. VI!.

II. DYNAMICAL MATRIX PRODUCT ANSATZ

We first consider the symmetric exclusion process o
chain ofL sites. At the boundary sitesk51, L particles are
injected ~extracted! with ratesa1,L (g1,L). In terms of the
transition rateswn→n8 from staten to n8 the stochastic dy-
namics is described by a master equation

d

dt
P~n;t !5 (

n8PX
@wn8→nP~n8;t !2wn→n8P~n;t !# ~1!
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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for the probabilityP(n;t) of finding, at timet, a configura-
tion n of particles on a lattice ofL sites. Here n
5$n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nL%, where ni50,1 are the integer-value
particle occupation numbers at sitei. In what follows it is
convenient to set the microscopic time unitt051. In these
units the single-particle diffusion coefficient is given byD0
51/2.

Inserting the transition rates as described above,
readily obtains the equations of motion form-point joint
probabilities ^nk1

, . . . ,nkm
&. These form a hierarchy o

coupled equations where the time derivatives of them-point
joint probabilities are coupled to (m21)-point joint prob-
abilities. In principle, this allows for a recursive solutio
which, however, is difficult to obtain form.1. More impor-
tant, unlike in a periodic system, the lack of translation
invariance makes it difficult to obtain exact results even
m52 that we study in this paper. Hence we reformulate
dynamics in terms of the dynamical matrix product ans
@17–19#. This ansatz leads to a decoupling of the joint pro
abilities and splits the many-body dynamical problem into
~trivial! dynamical single-particle part and a~nontrivial!
many-body part that is time-independent and can be so
using the Bethe ansatz.

The dynamical matrix product ansatz is reviewed in de
in @3#. Here we discuss only the main features relevant to
SEP. One represents an occupied~vacant! site by a time-
dependent matrixD ~E! in a string DDDEDEE . . . of L
such matrices. The configurational probabilitiesP(n;t) are
obtained by sandwiching the product of theseL matricesD
or E between suitably chosen vectors^^Wu and uV&& and
normalizing byZL5^^WuCLuV&&, whereC5D1E. @Notice
that expanding theLth power ofC automatically gives the
sum of all un-normalized configurational probabilities a
hence yields the correct normalization factor.# The time-
dependent matrices satisfy algebraic relations that are d
mined by requiring the matrix product state to satisfy t
master equation~1!. Expectation values of local observabl
are obtained by sandwiching suitable products of the ma
cesD,E with C. Defining formallyDk5Ck21DC2k one ob-
tains for the local particle densityrk(t)5^nk(t)& at sitek,

rk~ t ![^^WuCk21DCL2kuV&&/ZL ~2!

5^^WuDkC
LuV&&/ZL ~3!

and for the joint probabilityGk,l(t)5^nk(t)nl(t)& of finding
particles at sitesk,l ,

Gk,l~ t !5^^WuDkDlC
LuV&&/ZL . ~4!

From these quantities one obtains the two-point density
relation function

Ck,l~ t !5^nk~ t !nl~ t !&2^nk~ t !&^nl~ t !&. ~5!

Higher-order joint probabilities are obtained analogous
The initial probability distribution is encoded in the matric
D(0).

We do not review here how the matrix relations and
corresponding relations for the vectors^^Wu, uV&& are ob-
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tained from the master equation, but refer the reader to@3#.
The matrixC as well as the vectorŝ̂ Wu and uV&& may be
chosen to be time-independent@19#. The dynamical problem
is then solved by introducing Fourier transforms

Dp~ t !5(
k

eipkDk~ t !. ~6!

They have the simple time-dependence

Dp~ t !5e2eptDp~0! ~7!

in terms of the initial matrixDp(0) and the inverse relax
ation timesep512cosp. These diffusive single-particle re
laxation modes reflect the random walk nature of the dyna
ics. For calculating the local expectation values~3! and~4! it
is useful to separate the static (p50) and dynamical (p
Þ0) parts in the Fourier expansion ofDk and to write the
inverse Fourier transform in the form

Dk~ t !5~12k!D01I1E 8 dp

2p
Dp~0!e2 ipk2ept. ~8!

In the semi-infinite system that we will be considering, t
primed integral is to be understood as a contour integra
the variablez5e2 ip, where the contour is chosen in a wa
such that the values of the joint probabilities obey the corr
initial conditions att50. The matricesD0 and I are time-
independent and yield all stationary expectation values.
time-dependent integral contains the relaxational part ofDk .

The master equation not only determines the time evo
tion of Dp(t), which is given by Eq.~7!, but also requires the
Fourier components ofDk(t), as given by Eq.~8!, to satisfy
various relations among themselves and with the vec
^^Wu, uV&&. The dynamical part, where bothp1 and p2 are
nonzero, satisfies

Dp1
Dp2

5S~p1 ,p2!Dp2
Dp1

~9!

with

S~p1 ,p2!52
11eip11 ip222eip2

11eip11 ip222eip1
. ~10!

The relations involving static components read

@Dp ,D0#50, ~11!

@Dp ,I#52D0Dp, ~12!

@D0 ,I#5D 0
2 . ~13!

These relations have their origin in the bulk exclusion int
action between particles.

The boundary conditions determine the action ofDp on
the vectorŝ ^Wu and uV&&. One finds

05^^Wu$D012~a11g1!I22a1%, ~14!

05^^Wu$Dp1e2ipB1~p!D2p% ~pÞ0!, ~15!
7-2
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EXACT TIME-DEPENDENT CORRELATION FUNCTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 036107
05$~2aL12gL21!D012~aL1gL!I22aL%uV&&,
~16!

05$BL~p!Dp1D2p%uV&& ~pÞ0!. ~17!

with

Bi~p!5
2a i12g i211e2 ip

2a i12g i211eip
. ~18!

Notice that in the relations~9!–~17! the time-dependenc
drops out. The set of relations~7!, ~9!–~18! provides an al-
ternative mathematical formulation of the symmetric exc
sion process with open boundaries.

III. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

For the equilibrium choice of boundary parametersa
[a15aL5r* /2 andg[g15gL5(12r* )/2 the boundary
relations~14!–~17! and the functionsBi(p) simplify consid-
erably. With these rates, modeling the connection to part
reservoirs of densityr* , the ~unique! invariant measure o
the process is a product measure with densityr* , i.e., there
are no density correlations between different sites. Choo
as initial state an uncorrelated state with densityr0Þr*
leads to a nontrivial time evolution as the system starts to
up (r0,r* ) or deplete~respectivelyr0.r* ). Correlations
are built up in the transient regime before the equilibriu
state is attained. In a semi-infinite system this will take
infinite amount of time, and the ‘‘transient’’ regime is th
only relevant one. For finite systems withL sites @10# the
system is transient for timest,t* }L2. This is the regime on
which we focus our attention. Therefore we ignore the rig
boundary site by considering the thermodynamic limitL
→`. The only remaining length scale~besides the unit lat-
tice constant! is then the dimensionless diffusion length

L̃[L̃~ t !5A4t/pt0. ~19!

This is a dynamical length scale playing the role of a cor
lation length~see below!.

Anticipating the importance of macroscopicstatic initial
and equilibrium properties for the nonequilibrium relaxati
process we introduce the basic quantities characterizing
the nonequilibrium initial state with densityr0 and the
asymptotic equilibrium state with densityr* . These are the
density gradient

Dr5r* 2r0 ~20!

between bulk and boundary and the compressibility

k5 lim
L→`

~^N2&2^N&2!/L, ~21!

which is readily obtained from the static two-point corre
tion function

Ck,l5r~12r!dk,l ~22!
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of the uncorrelated initial and final distributions, respe
tively. Heredk,l is the Kronecker delta-function. Hence

k5r~12r!, ~23!

wherer5r0 or r* , respectively.

A. Density profile and current

The evolving density profile was computed exactly
Ref. @17#. If a15aL5r* /2, g15gL5(12r* )/2, one has

rk~ t !5r* 1E 8 dp

2p
^^Dp&&e

2 ipk2ept, ~24!

where we use the abbreviation

^^Dp1
, . . . ,DpN

&&[
^^WuDp1

, . . . ,DpN
CLuV&&

ZL
~25!

in order to make the formulas more compact. Using E
~15! and~17! with B1(p)5BL(p)5e22ip, one can show tha
^^Dp&& obeys the functional equation̂̂ Dp&&52^^D2p&&,
with the solution

^^Dp&&5 (
k051

L

ak0
~eipk02e2 ipk0!, ~26!

where the constantsak0
are determined by the initial condi

tions. Furthermore, Eqs.~15! and~17! impose constraints on
the set of allowed momenta, given bye2ip(L11)51. In the
thermodynamic limitL→`, the momentap form a continu-
ous set and this condition can be relaxed. For a system th
initially in an uncorrelated state with densityr0, one has
ak0

52Dr and one obtains in the thermodynamic limit, aft
substitution of Eq.~26! in Eq. ~24!,

rk~ t !5r01~r* 2r0!gk~ t !, ~27!

wheregk(t) is the lattice analog of the complementary err
function

gk~ t !5e2tF I k~ t !12 (
p5k11

`

I p~ t !G ~28!

and whereI k(t) are the modified Bessel functions~A1!. In
terms of the scaling variable

x̃5k/L̃ ~29!

the long-time behavior of the density profile is given by t
error function, as is well-known for diffusive transport. I
the vicinity of the boundary, i.e., at distancesx̃!1 small
compared to the diffusion length, the density profile is line

Associated with the spatial variation of the density the
is a diffusive relaxational currentj k5D0„rk(t)2rk11(t)…
that is space-independent close to the boundary to low
leading order in time. It is convenient to define the curre

̂5 j /D0 ~30!
7-3
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J. E. SANTOS AND G. M. SCHU¨ TZ PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 036107
in units of the single-particle diffusion coefficientD0
51/(2t0). From the expansion~A2! of the Bessel function
one finds

̂52~r* 2r0!/A2pt52A2Dr/~pL̃ !. ~31!

B. Two-point correlation function: Exact expression

The density profilerk(t) and hence the time-depende
equilibrium two-point correlation functions Ck,l* (t)
5^nk(t)nl(0)&2(r* )2 can be obtained in a straightforwar
manner from the solution of a lattice diffusion equation. T
solution of the equations of motion for equal-time joint pro
abilities, however, and hence the calculation of the tim
dependent two-point correlation function~5! is much more
involved. A convenient way to circumvent an explicit int
gration of the coupled equations is to make use of the a
braic representation of expectation values within the dyna
cal matrix product ansatz. Substituting Eq.~8! in Eq. ~4! and
using the commutation relations~11!–~13!, one obtains,
whena15aL5r* /2, g15gL5(12r* )/2,

^nk~ t !nl~ t !&5r* 21r* E 8 dp

2p
^^D p&&e

2 ipk2ept

1r* E 8 dp

2p
^^D p&&e

2 ipl 2ept

1E 8E 8dp1

2p

dp2

2p
^^Dp1

Dp2
&&

3exp@2 i ~p1k1p2l !2~ep1
1ep2

!t#,

~32!

where^^Dp&& is given by Eq.~26!.
Using Eqs.~9! and ~15!, we can show that̂^Dp1

Dp2
&&

obeys the following functional equation

^^Dp1
Dp2

&&52S~2p1 ,p2!^^Dp2
D2p1

&& ~33!

together with similar equations involving all the possible
rangements ofp1 with p2 or 2p2 and 2p1 with p2 or
2p2. Furthermore, in a finite system, these equations
equation~17! determine the set of allowed momenta. The
equations are the equations obeyed by the Bethe wave f
tion of a quantum spin 1/2 system with boundary fields@20#
and they have the solution

^^Dp1
Dp2

&&5 (
k0, l 0

L

ak0 ,l 0
Cp1 ,p2

~k0 ,l 0!, ~34!

where the constantsak0 ,l 0
are determined by the initial con

ditions andCp1 ,p2
(k0 ,l 0) is the Bethe wave function, which

is given by
03610
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Cp1 ,p2
~k0 ,l 0!5exp~ ip1k01 ip2l 0!1S~p1 ,p2!exp~ ip2k0

1 ip1l 0!2exp~2 ip1k01 ip2l 0!

2S~2p1 ,p2!exp~ ip2k02 ip1l 0!

2S~p1 ,p2!exp~2 ip2k01 ip1l 0!

1S~2p1 ,p2!exp~2 ip2k02 ip1l 0!

2S~2p1 ,p2!S~p1 ,p2!exp~ ip1k02 ip2l 0!

1S~2p1 ,p2!S~p1 ,p2!

3exp~2 ip1k02 ip2l 0!. ~35!

Using Eq.~24!, one can write the two-point correlation func
tion as

Ck,l~ t !5E 8E 8dp1

2p

dp2

2p
~^^Dp1

Dp2
&&2^^Dp1

&&

3^^Dp2
&&!exp@2 i ~p1k1p2l !2~ep1

1ep2
!t#,

~36!

where^^Dp1
Dp2

&& is given by~34! and^^Dp1
&& by Eq.~26!.

If we now choose the contour of integration such that
t50 the integral overCp1 ,p2

(k0 ,l 0) in Eq. ~36! is equal to

dk,k0
d l ,l 0

, then the condition that the initial state is uncorr

lated Ck,l(0)50, givesak0 ,l 0
5ak0

al 0
5(Dr)2. Substituting

this result in Eq.~34! and using this equation, together wit
Eq. ~26! in Eq. ~36!, we obtain for the semi-infinite system
whenL→`,

Ck,l~ t !5~Dr!2H e22t@ I l 1k~2t !2I l 2k~2t !#

1 (
k0, l 0

` E 8E 8dp1

2p

dp2

2p
exp@2 i ~p1k1p2l !

2~ep1
1ep2

!t#@$S~p1 ,p2!21%exp~ ip2k01 ip1l 0!

2$S~2p1 ,p2!21%exp~ ip2k02 ip1l 0!2$S~p1 ,p2!

21%exp~2 ip2k01 ip1l 0!1$S~2p1 ,p2!21%

3exp~2 ip2k02 ip1l 0!2$S~2p1 ,p2!

3S~p1 ,p2!21%exp~ ip1k02 ip2l 0!1$S~2p1 ,p2!

3S~p1 ,p2!21%exp~2 ip1k02 ip2l 0!#J , ~37!

where the first term comes from the summation terms
^^Dp1

&&^^Dp2
&& with k05 l 0. We remark that for noninteract

ing particles~no hard-core repulsion and hence no exclusi
but otherwise identical hopping dynamics! the correlation
function has only this term, but with a different amplitud
a05^n2&02r0

22r0 determined by the initial distribution
only. The exclusion interaction gives rise to the double s
over k0 ,l 0 with the terms of the formS21, SS821.
7-4
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EXACT TIME-DEPENDENT CORRELATION FUNCTIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 036107
To extract more detailed information from the exact e
pression~37!, one needs to perform the double sum ov
k0 ,l 0 and to determine the contour of integration such t
Eq. ~37! obeys the initial condition. This is shown in Appen
dix B. As a result, we obtain the more compact expressi

Ck,l~ t !52~Dr!2@Fk1 l 21,l 2k~ t !1Fk1 l ,l 2k11~ t !

2Fl 2k21,k1 l~ t !2Fl 2k,k1 l 11~ t !# ~38!

with

Fm,n~x!5
4e22x

p E
0

p/2

du cosuE
0

x

dv e2vcos2u

3I m„2~x2v !cosu…cos@v sin~2u!1nu#,

~39!

which will be used in the next section to obtain the scal
behavior of the two-point correlation function and in Sec.
to determine the particle number fluctuations.

IV. SCALING BEHAVIOR OF THE TWO-POINT
CORRELATION FUNCTION

The expression~38! is our starting point for analyzing th
particle number fluctuations~see next section!. For investi-
gating local correlations it is more convenient to write E
~38! in another way

Ck,l~ t !52~Dr!2@ F̂k,l 21~ t !1F̂k,l~ t !2F̂2k,l 21~ t !

2F̂2k,l~ t !# ~40!

with

F̂m,n~x!52tE
0

1

dv e2v2t e22t(12v)

3~12v !n2m11I m„t~12v !…I n„t~12v !….

~41!

One can show that Eq.~40! holds if we use the integra
representation~A1! of the modified Bessel functions appea
ing in the definition ofFm,n(x), as given by Eq.~39!. We
can then perform the integral overv. Representing the
integral overu as a complex integral over an appropria
contour we then obtain, after performing some expansi
and using the identities~A14! and ~A8!, Fm,n(x)
5F̂ (m2n11)/2,(m1n21)/2(x) which, when substituted in Eq
~38!, yields Eq.~40!.

For t@1 the main contribution to the integral comes fro
small values ofv. In order to obtain the scaling behavior w
define an analogy to Eq.~29! a second scaling variableỹ
5 l /L̃ and substitute the integration variableu5vL̃. To lead-
ing order in time one then has (12v)k2 j5exp@2u(x̃2ỹ)#.
With Eq. ~A2! we obtain the scaling form of the correlatio
function
03610
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Cx̃,ỹ~ t !52~Dr!2Ap

t
@R~ x̃,ỹ!2R~2 x̃,ỹ!#, ~42!

where

R~ x̃,ỹ!5e2( x̃1 ỹ)2/p erfc„~ ỹ2 x̃!/Ap… ~43!

and erfc(•) is the complementary error function~Fig. 1!. As
time increases, the range of correlations increases pro
tionally to At, but the amplitude decreases in the same m
ner. The negative sign of the correlation function signals
ticorrelations typical of the exclusion effect@2#. In a finite
system with a fixed density gradient between the two bou
aries imposed by the coupling to two different particle res
voirs these anticorrelations persist@10#. They extend over the
whole lattice and have an amplitude inversely proportiona
the system size.

In the vicinity of the boundary (0< x̃, ỹ!1) one has
R( x̃,ỹ)2R(2 x̃,ỹ)54x̃(12 ỹ)/p. In terms of the current
~31! and the diffusion lengthL̃(t) ~19! the boundary corre-
lation function is thus given by

C52L̃ ̂2x̃~12 ỹ!. ~44!

Corrections, which can easily be obtained from the ex
scaling function~42!, are of third order in the scaling vari
ables.

In order to disentangle the effects caused by the ini
distribution and the exclusion interaction, a comparison w
noninteracting particles is again instructive. The scaling fo
of the correlation function is similar in structure, but one h
R( x̃,ỹ)5e2( x̃2 ỹ)2/p and a different amplitudea0 /A4pt @see
remark after Eq.~37!#. For the same uncorrelated initial dis
tribution as considered for the exclusion process one haa0

52r0
2,0. Remarkably, anticorrelations develop ev

though there is no exclusion. However, the amplitude is d
ferent and, unlike in the exclusion process, these anticorr
tions vanish in a finite system driven by a boundary gradi
as time tends to infinity.

FIG. 1. Scaling partR̃5R( x̃,ỹ)2R(2 x̃,ỹ) of the two-point

correlation function as a function of the scaled bulk coordinatex̃

and the scaled lattice distancer̃ 5 ỹ2 x̃ ~full lines!. For visualization

purposes also the planeR̃50 ~equilibrium case! is shown~broken
lines!.
7-5
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V. PARTICLE NUMBER FLUCTUATIONS

We define asQ(t)5N(t)2N(0) the net number of par
ticles that have entered or left the system until timet. The
mean^Q(t)& is evaluated using Eqs.~A3!, ~A4!, and ~A6!
and one gets

^Q~ t !&5Dr(
k51

`

gk~ t !5Dre2t(
k51

`

~2k21!I k~ t !

5DrF te2t@ I 0~ t !1I 1~ t !#2
12e2tI 0~ t !

2 G . ~45!

The mean grows asymptotically with the power law

^Q~ t !&;DrA2t

p
~46!

characteristic of diffusive processes.
The variance

s2~ t !5^Q2~ t !&2^Q~ t !&2 ~47!

may be split into three different parts

s2~ t !5^N2~ t !&2^N~ t !&21^N2~0!&2^N~0!&2

22@^N~ t !N~0!&2^N~ t !&^N~0!&#. ~48!

Since the initial state is a product state one h
^N(t)N(0)&2^N(t)&^N(0)&5k0(d/dr0)^N(t)&, where k0
@see Eq.~23!# is the compressibility of the system in th
initial state.

On the other hand, because of the exclusion principle,
can write

^N2~ t !&2^N~ t !&252~Dr!2K~ t !1 (
k51

`

@rk~ t !2rk
2~ t !#

~49!

with the double sum

2~Dr!2K~ t ![2(
k51

`

(
l 5k11

`

Ck,l~ t !. ~50!

Using

d

dr0
^nk~ t !&512gk~ t ! ~51!

we rewrite Eq.~48! in the form

s2~ t !5 (
k51

`

@$k01k* 1~Dr!2%gk~ t !2~Dr!2 gk
2~ t !#

2~Dr!2K~ t ! ~52!

convenient for studying its asymptotic behavior. The s
overgk has been calculated in Eq.~45!. The evaluation of the
other sums is rather technical, the details are presente
Appendix B. One finds the following asymptotics:
03610
s

e

in

K~ t !;~322A2!A4t

p
, ~53!

(
k51

`

gk
2~ t !;~A221!A4t

p
, ~54!

and therefore

s2~ t !5A~r0 ,r* !At ~55!

with

A~r0 ,r* !5A2

p
@k01k* 1~322A2!~Dr!2#. ~56!

The amplitudeA is symmetric under interchange of the ma
roscopic quantitiesr0 ,r* and convex in the physical domai
0<r0 ,r* ,<1 with a local maximum atr05r* 51/2 ~Fig.
2!. For an initially completely filled lattice (r051) we re-
cover the result presented previously@16#. For the trivial case
of noninteracting particles one has (A221)r0

2 instead of the
gradient term in Eq.~56!.

Within the Rubinstein model for reptation@15# and its
extension@6# the particle number of the symmetric exclusio
process is proportional to the tube length of a polymer a
hence proportional to the experimentally accessible vis
length of a fluorescence marked entangled macromole
such as DNA. A nonequilibrium initial densityr0.r* cor-
responds to a stretched conformation that may be appr
mated by dragging a molecule through a dense solution w
optical tweezers@14#. It has been shown that the relaxin
tube length calculated from the symmetric exclusion proc
is in good agreement with experimental data in the unive
initial-time regime@6#. The particle number fluctuations~the
lattice sum over the two-point density correlation functio!
that we obtain yield the evolution of the tube length fluctu
tions of the polymer chain. For an initially fully stretche
polymer (r051) the result, Eqs.~55! and ~56!, has been
discussed in a recent publication@16#. We see here that a
partially stretched chain displays qualitatively similar rela
ational behavior. In contrast to the Langevin approach u
in Rouse-based standard reptation theory@13# whereA de-
pends solely on the equilibrium tube length fluctuations,
exclusion model predicts a dependence also on the in

FIG. 2. AmplitudeA of the particle number fluctuations as
function of the boundary densityr* and the initial bulk densityr0.
7-6
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state~via the compressibilityk0) and the amount of stretch
ing Dr. These features arise from the static interactions
tween particles~hard-core, in our case! that are neglected in
the purely entropic Rouse model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of our study are the exact express
~40! and scaling form ~42!, respectively, of the time-
dependent two-point density correlation function and
asymptotic variance~55! in the number of particles that hav
left or entered the system up to timet. It turns out that the
nonequilibrium behavior of the model is largely determin
by the dynamical diffusion lengthL̃ and by three static mac
roscopic quantities, viz., the compressibilitiesk0 ,k* of the
initial and equilibrium states resp., and the density grad
Dr between the~equilibrium! boundary and the~initial! bulk
density. With regard to polymer reptation this result~56! sup-
ports our previous conclusion@16# that standard reptation
theory is an oversimplified model of the relaxation process
stretched, entangled polymers.

On a local level we find an inverse relationship betwe
the rangej}L̃ of ~anti-!correlations and their strength}1/L̃.
It is interesting to quantitatively compare the expression~44!
for the correlation function in the boundary region of t
system with thestationarynonequilibrium correlation func-
tion C* of a finite system ofL sites with two different res-
ervoir densitiesr25r* , r15r0 as considered in the Sec
II. The external density gradient imposes a stationary cur
that is given bŷ* 5Dr/L. In terms of the scaling variable
x5k/L, y5 l /L one finds C* 52L( ̂* )2x(12y) @Refs.
@10,19## that is of the same form as Eq.~44!. This result
suggests that the state of the open system in the boun
region ~i.e., at distances small compared to the diffusi
length L̃) is similar to the nonequilibrium steady state of
finite system of sizeL5L̃. Hence we can identify three dis
tinct length scales where the system displays different beh
ior. On the scale of the lattice constanta51 the system~in
the boundary region! is in local equilibrium as is the bulk
state of the finite stationary system@10#. On intermediate
scalesa!r !L̃ the system is locally~i.e., in the boundary
region! stationary, but not in equilibrium. On large scalesr

@L̃ the system is neither in equilibrium nor stationary, b
displays relaxational behavior and dynamical scaling.

It is no surprise that the qualitative features of the rel
ation process in simple symmetric exclusion can be
scribed in terms of dynamical scaling with the diffusio
lengthL̃(t) and the universal power lawAt characteristic for
diffusive dynamics. Yet it is gratifying to have a simple, b
nontrivial model, where not only scaling theories can
verified explicitly, but also scaling functions can be calc
lated. An interesting open problem remains the ques
whether these results can be obtained from more widely
plicable coarse-grained hydrodynamic approaches@10# for
stochastic interacting particle systems. A direct experime
study of the questions addressed here appears to be fea
by studying colloidal particles in a setup similar to that us
03610
e-

n

e

t

f

n

nt

ry
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t
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e
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in @9#. In such an experiment the influence of direct partic
interactions in addition to pure hard-core repulsion can
studied.
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APPENDIX A: MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
AND ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS

1. Modified Bessel functions

Here we list some useful properties~see, e.g.,@21#! of the
modified Bessel functions

I n~ t !5
1

2pE2p

p

df eifn1cosft ~A1!

with integer indexn.
~i! Asymptotic behavior (t→`, u5n2/t finite!

e2tI n~ t !;
1

A2pt
e2n2/(2t). ~A2!

~ii ! Recursion relations

I n~ t !5I 2n~ t !, ~A3!

2nIn~ t !5t„I n21~ t !2I n11~ t !…, ~A4!

2
d

dt
I n~ t !5I n21~ t !1I n11~ t !. ~A5!

~iii ! Summation formulas

(
n52`

`

e2tI n~ t !51, ~A6!

(
n52`

`

I n~ t !I n1m~ t !5I m~2t !. ~A7!

~iv! Integrals: Form,n integers, one has

I m~ t !I n~ t !5
2

pE0

p/2

du cos@~n7m!u#I n6m~2t cosu!.

~A8!

One defines@22# the functionsf q,s(t), whereq is a posi-
tive integer ands is an integer, as

f q,s~ t ![ (
p50

` S p1q21

p D 2q~21!pI q1s12p~ t !. ~A9!
7-7
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One can also show, using the integral representation o
modified Bessel functions, that fors>0, one has

f q,s~ t !5
1

~q21!! E0

t

du Is~u!~ t2u!q21. ~A10!

The following useful equalities also hold:

f q,s~ t !5 1
2 @ f q11,s11~ t !1 f q11,s21~ t !#, ~A11!

f q11,1~ t !5 f q,0~ t !2
tq

q!
, ~A12!

f q11,21~ t !5 f q,0~ t !1
tq

q!
, ~A13!

where the first equality follows from the integral represen
tion of f q,s(t), the second follows from integration by par
of Eq. ~A10! and the third follows from the two above.

One can also show@23#, that the following identity holds:

(
p50

`

I p1m~x!yp5xE
0

1

dv~12v !m expS 2
1

2
xyv21xyv D

3I m21„x~12v !…, ~A14!

wherem is a positive integer.

2. Elliptic integrals

The following relations@24# are used in the calculation o
Laplace transforms:

E
0

p/2

du
sin2u

~12a2 sin2u!A12k2 sin2u

5
p~12L0~f,k!!

2Aa2~12a2!~a22k2!
, ~A15!

where k,a, sinf5A(12a2)/(12k2) and L0(f,k) is
given in terms of elliptic functions by

L0~f,k!5
2

p
@E~k!F~f,k8!1K~k!E~f,k8!

2K~k!F~f,k8!#, ~A16!

whereK(k) andE(k) are the complete elliptic integrals an
F(f,k8), E(f,k8) are the elliptic integrals of first and sec
ond kind, withk85A12k2.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE EXACT
EXPRESSION FOR THE TWO-POINT CORRELATION

FUNCTION

In order to derive the exact expression for the two-po
correlation function from Eq.~37!, one needs, as state
above, to perform the double sum(k051

` ( l 05k011
` in Eq. ~37!

and then to determine the contour of integration of
double integral in this equation which will yield the corre
03610
he

-

t

e

initial condition, namely, Ck,l(0)50. In order to per-
form the first step, the key point is to realize that one c
write the factors S(p1 ,p2)21, S(2p1 ,p2)21 and
S(2p1 ,p2)S(p1 ,p2)21 that appear in Eq.~37! in a way
such that the sums overl 0 coming from each of these term
can be written as the difference of two sums starting
neighboring arguments, e.g.,l 05k011 and l 05k012, and
can thus be easily performed using the telescopic propert
sums. Furthermore, after some tedious but straightforw
algebraic manipulations one can show that the sums ovek0

can also be performed in the same way, i.e., using the t
scopic property. When performing this second sum, one a
generates one extra term that cancels exactly the first ter
Eq. ~37!. One obtains, after interchangingp1 and p2, the
following result:

Ck,l~ t !522~Dr!2E 8E 8dp1

2p

dp2

2p
exp@2~ep1

1ep2
!t#

3S 11e2 ip1

122e2 ip11e2 ip12 ip2
e2 ip2k2 ip1l

2
11e2 ip1

122e2 ip11e2 ip11 ip2
e2 ip2k2 ip1l D . ~B1!

Now we need to determine the appropriate contour
integration in Eq.~B1!. But in fact, one does not need t
determine it explicitly. Assuming that the contour includ
the origin, one can use the identity 1/x5*0

`da e2ax to rep-
resent each of the denominators of Eq.~B1! as an integral
over a and then formally expand the resulting exponenti
under the integration sign in powers ofe2 ip1 ande2 ip12 ip2

for the first denominator, ande2 ip1 and e2 ip11 ip2 for the
second denominator. If one then performs the integrals o
p1 , p2, anda, one obtains the following result forCk,l(t):

Ck,l~ t !52~Dr!2e22t (
p,q50

` S p1q

p D 2q11~21!p

3@ I p1k~ t !I p1q1 l~ t !1I p1k~ t !I p1q111 l~ t !

2I p2k~ t !I p1q1 l~ t !2I p2k~ t !I p1q111 l~ t !#.

~B2!

Notice that the existence of the expansions depends on
convergence of the resulting series, which implicitly fixes t
contour. It can be easily checked from the properties of
modified Bessel functions that this expression does ind
obey the initial conditionCk,l(0)50 ~notice thatk, l ).

This expression is still rather cumbersome to use. If
apply ~A8! to products of two modified Bessel functions, w
will obtain, with m5 l 2k, n5 l 1k, r 5q12p
7-8
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Ck,l~ t !52
2~Dr!2

p
e22tE

0

p/2

du (
p,q50

` S p1q

p D 2q11~21!p

3$I r 111(n21)~2t cosu!cos@~q1m!u#

1I r 111n~2t cosu!cos@~q111m!u#

2I r 111(m21)~2t cosu!cos@~q1n!u#

2I r 111m~2t cosu!cos@~q111n!u#%. ~B3!

One can now write~B3! in terms of thef q,s(t) functions
that were defined above. One has

Ck,l~ t !52
2~Dr!2

p
e22t

3E
0

p/2

du (
q50

`

$ f q11,l 1k21~2t cosu!

3cos@~q1 l 2k!u#1 f q11,l 1k~2t cosu!

3cos@~q1 l 2k11!u#

2 f q11,l 2k21~2t cosu!cos@~q1 l 1k!u#

2 f q11,l 2k~2t cosu!cos@~q1 l 1k11!u#%.

~B4!

Using the integral representation~A10! and summing
over q one obtains, after the substitutionu52(t2v)cosu in
the integral overu, the solution~38! where the functions
Fm,n(x) are given by Eq.~39!.

Since the steps that led from Eq.~B1! to Eq.~B2! are only
formal, one should check explicitly that Eq.~38! is indeed a
solution of the equations of motion for the joint probabiliti
^nk(t)nl(t)&. This is trivial for lÞk11. Forl 5k11 one can
show that the unphysical amplitudesCk,k(t), Ck11,k11(t)
that are generated by the time derivative of^nk(t)nk11(t)&,
obey the following identity:

Ck,k~ t !1Ck11,k11~ t !22Ck,k11~ t !

52~Dr!2e22t@ I k~ t !1I k11~ t !#2, ~B5!

which cancels exactly the unphysical contribution com
from the term@rk(t)2rk11(t)#2 @see Eqs.~27! and ~28!#
that also appears in the equation for^nk(t)nk11(t)&, thus
showing that^nk(t)nk11(t)& obeys the correct equation o
motion. This identity can be proved by considering the e
pression for the left-hand side of Eq.~B5! as given in terms
of the integral representation~38!. After some cancellations
between the terms, one uses the identity

d

dv
~exp$v@11cos~2u!#%cos@v sin~2u!1su!#

52 exp$v@11cos~2u!#%cos@v sin~2u!1~s11!u#

~B6!

to integrate the resulting expression by parts. Applying
identity ~A8! to the remaining integrals, in order to transfor
03610
-

e

them into products of modified Bessel functions yields t
desired result. An alternative route to derive Eq.~B5! is to
use the representation~B4! and the equalities~A11! to ~A13!.

APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTICS OF s2

1. Sum overgk
2
„t…

This expression arises in the summation over^nk(t)&
2

that forms part of the ‘‘dynamical compressibility’’^N2(t)&
2^N(t)&2 entering the expression fors2(t). It is convenient
to split this sum into three different parts. One has

(
k51

`

gk
2~ t !52e22t(

k51

`

I k
2~ t !22e22tS (

k51

`

I k~ t !D 2

14e22t(
k51

`

(
p5k

`

(
q5k

`

I p~ t !I q~ t !. ~C1!

The first part can be evaluated by using Eqs.~A3! and~A7!,
the second part by using Eq.~A6!. To evaluate the third par
we rewrite the summation as

(
k51

`

(
p5k

`

(
q5k

`

I p~ t !I q~ t !5 (
k51

` S k Ik
2~ t !12(

p50

k21

p Ip~ t !I k~ t !D
~C2!

and apply Eqs.~A3!, ~A4!, ~A6!, and~A7!. One obtains

(
k51

`

(
p5k

`

(
q5k

`

I p~ t !I q~ t !5
t

2
@et$I 0~ t !1I 1~ t !%

2$I 0~2t !1I 1~2t !%#. ~C3!

Putting everything together yields

(
k51

`

gk
2~ t !52t@e2t@ I 0~ t !1I 1~ t !#2e22t@ I 0~2t !1I 1~2t !##

2@122e2tI 0~ t !1e22tI 0~2t !#/2. ~C4!

The second part of this expression is subleading in time
can be ignored in the study of the asymptotic behavior.

2. Laplace transform of K„t…

In order to perform the sum on the right-hand side of E
~50!, we consider the Laplace transform of the correlati
function Ck,l(t) as given by Eq.~38!. Since the expression
~38! involves a convolution of two functions*0

t dv f (t
2v)g(v), such transformation simplifies considerably t
calculations, because the Laplace transform of such a co
lution is the product of the Laplace transforms of the tw
functions. Writing the Laplace transform asC̃k,l(s), one has
7-9
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C̃k,l~s!52
4~Dr!2

p E
0

p/2

du
cosu

A~s12!224 cos2u

3
1

~s11!222~s11!cos~2u!11
@Fk1 l 21,l 2k~s!

1Fk1 l ,l 2k11~s!2Fl 2k21,k1 l~s!2Fl 2k,k1 l 11~s!#,

~C5!

where the functionsFm,n(s) are defined by

Fm,n~s!5S s122A~s12!224 cos2u

2 cosu D m

@~s11!cos~nu!

2cos$~n22!u%#. ~C6!

An additional advantage of~C5! with respect to Eq.~38!
is that the sums overk and l now reduce to summing two
geometric series, due to the form ofFm,n(s). Performing
such sums, one obtains after computing some standard
grals using the residue theorem, the following expression
the Laplace transformK̃(s) of K(t):
a
,

.

.

s

03610
te-
r

K̃~s!52
2

s3/2SAs122
As14

4 D 1
3

2s
1

4~3s14!

p~s12!3

3E
0

p/2

du
sin2u

@12a2~s!sin2u#A12k2~s!sin2u

2
8

p~s12!2

3E
0

p/2

du
sin2u

@12a82~s!sin2u#A12k2~s!sin2u
,

~C7!

where a2(s)54(s11)/(s12)2, a82(s)52/(s12), and
k2(s)54/(s12)2. Since the last two terms are of the for
~A15!, one can now expand the elliptic integrals at smals
@24#. The most singular terms of this expansion, i.e., t
terms that diverge as 1/s3/2 at smalls diverge likeAt at large
t in the time-domain, i.e., after inverting the Laplace tran
formation. Collecting all these leading-order terms in the e
pansion ofK̃(s) yields the result given in Eq.~53!.
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